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Section S1. Guiding rules for the assembly of the CDNs for the triggered interconversion of the CDNs
We exemplify the definition of the rules for the triggered intersubstitution of CDN "X" by CDN "Y" using trigger T1 and the reverse intersubstitution of CDN "Y" by CDN "X" using the counter trigger T1'.
We identify the goal to construct CDN "X" in such a way that the four constituents AA', AB', BA' and BB' exist in equimolar concentration while the concentrations of the free components comprising the constituents are ≤ 3%. This is achieved by applying the NUPACK software (http://www.nupack.org/) that predicts the concentrations of the constituents. The program considers mainly the stability of the duplex structures associated with the different constituents. In case that the concentrations of the constituents do not yield the desired equimolarity, base pairs are added or deleted to the constituents and the NUPACK software is reapplied to reach the desired equimolarity. The calculated NUPACK concentrations are then validated by the experimental catalytic activities of the respective DNAzyme reporter units. Table S1 shows the NUPACK predicted concentrations of the planned and optimized constituents of CDN "X" and CDN "Y" (entry i) and of the experimental validated values (entry ii). The results show that the concentrations of the constituents are close to be equimolar and most importantly, the concentrations of any of the free components are < 3%.
The free energy values associated with the constituents are, also, predicted by the NUPACK software. The free energy values of the different constituents associated with CDN "X" and the "dormant" CC'-T1', of the constituents associated with CDN "Y" and the "dormant" BB'-T1, and of T1T1' duplex that controls the substitution of CDN "X" by CDN "Y" and back are as follows:
AA': ΔG = −18.6 kcal mol The interconversion of CDN "X" to CDN "Y" triggered by T1 is formulated in eq. S1. Using the free energy values associated with the different structures, the free energy change associated with the substitution of CDN "X" by CDN "Y" corresponds to −88.1 kcal mol −1 . The reverse substitution of CDN "Y" by CDN "X" is formulated in eq. S2, and its free energy change corresponds to −103.3 kcal mol −1 . Note that for the different systems, the duplex TT' is generated as a waste product. Time-dependent fluorescence changes corresponding to the constituents and the accompanying "dormant" structures associated with the triggered transition of CDN "X" to CDN "Z" and back: (i) Before the application of T2; (ii) After the T2-stimulated transition of CDN "X" to CDN "Z"; (iii) After the application of the counter trigger T2' on the resulting CDN "Z" and the regeneration of CDN "X". (B) The concentrations of the constituents and the accompanying "dormant" structure associated with: CDN "X"; CDN "Z" generated by the treatment of CDN "X" with trigger T2; The regenerated CDN "X" after subjecting the resulting CDN "Z" to the counter trigger T2'. (※) The respective "dormant" structures. (▲) The constituents associated with CDN "X". (★) The constituents associated with CDN "Z". The concentrations were evaluated from the data shown in fig. S3A , by applying the respective calibration curves ( fig. S1 ). (C) Electrophoretic separation of the constituents and the "dormant" structures associated with CDN "X" and CDN "Z" for the quantitative evaluation of the compositions of the respective CDNs. Lane 1−AA'; Lane 2−AB'; Lane 3−BA'; Lane 4−BB'; Lane 5−CC'-T2'; Lane 6−the separated bands corresponding to CDN "X"; Lane 7−BC'; Lane 8−CB'; Lane 9−CC'; Lane 10−AA'-T2; Lane 11−T2T2'; Lane 12−CDN "Z" generated by the T2-stimulated substitution of CDN "X". Electrophoretic separation of the constituents and the "dormant" structures associated with the T 2 -triggered substitution of CDN "X" by CDN "Z" The T2-triggered transition of CDN "X" to CDN "Z" and the quantitative evaluation of their compositions were further supported by electrophoretic gel experiment, fig. S3C . In lanes 1-5, the individual constituents AA', AB', BA' and BB' and the "dormant" structure CC'-T2' (each 1 μM) are presented. Lane 6 presents the electrophoretically separated bands of the constituents associated with CDN "X" and the accompanying "dormant" CC'-T2'. In lanes 7-11, the individual constituents BC', CB' and CC', the "dormant" structure AA'-T2, and T2T2' (each 1 μM) are presented. Lane 12 shows the separated bands corresponding to CDN "Z" generated by the T2-stimulated substitution of CDN "X". Using ImageJ software and comparing the intensities of the separated bands of the CDNs to the intensities of the individual structures at known concentrations (1 μM), the contents of the constituents associated with CDN "X" and CDN "Z" and the respective "dormant" structures were evaluated, Table 1 (in  brackets) . The results demonstrate the T2-guided interconversion of CDN "X" to CDN "Z".
The contents of constituents of CDNs "X" and "Z" and the "dormant" structures evaluated by the respective DNAzymes, agree well with those derived from the electrophoretic gel experiment. 
Electrophoretic separation of the constituents and the "dormant" structures associated with the T 2 -triggered substitution of CDN "Z" by CDN "Y"
The T3-triggered transition of CDN "Z" to CDN "Y" and the quantitative evaluation of their compositions were further supported by electrophoretic experiment, fig. S4C . In lanes 1-5, the individual constituents BB', BC', CB' and CC' and the "dormant" structure AA'-T3' (each 1 μM) are presented. Lane 6 presents the electrophoretically separated bands of the constituents associated with CDN "Z" and the accompanying AA'-T3'. In lanes 7-11, the individual constituents AA', AC' and CA', the "dormant" structure BB'-T3 and T3T3' (each 1 μM) are presented. Lane 12 shows the separated bands corresponding to CDN "Y" generated by the T3-stimulated substitution of CDN "Z". Using ImageJ software and comparing the intensities of the separated bands of the CDNs to the intensities of the individual structures at known concentrations (1 μM), the contents of the constituents associated with CDN "Z" and CDN "Y" and the respective "dormant" structures were evaluated, Table 1 (in brackets). The results demonstrate the T3-guided interconversion of CDN "Z" to CDN "Y". The contents of constituents of CDN "Z" and CDN "Y" and the "dormant" structures evaluated by the respective DNAzymes, agree well with those derived from the electrophoretic gel experiment. Figure S5 demonstrates the control over the composition of CDN "X" by the internal triggers Tab' or Tbb'. That is, the stabilization of the constituent AB' by Tab' (to form AB'-Tab') leads to the up-regulation of AB' and BA' and the down-regulation of AA' and BB', and the reconfiguration of CDN "X" to the newly equilibrated CDN "Xa". Subjecting CDN "X" to Tbb' stabilizes BB' (to form BB'-Tbb'), resulting in the up-regulation of AA' and BB' and the down-regulation of AB' and BA', and in the re-equilibration of CDN "X" to CDN "Xb". Similarly, the composition of CDN "Y" can be controlled by the internal triggers Tac' or Taa' (fig. S6 ). Subjecting CDN "Y" to the internal trigger Tac', leads to the stabilization of AC' in the form of AC'-Tac', resulting in the up-regulation of AC' and CA' and the down-regulation of AA' and CC', and the reconfiguration of CDN "Y" to CDN "Ya". The treatment of CDN "Y" with the orthogonal trigger Taa' stabilizes the constituent AA' in the form of AA'-Taa', resulting in the re-equilibration of CDN "Y" to CDN "Yb", where AA' and BB' are up-regulated and AB' and BA' are down-regulated. In addition, the internal equilibration of CDN "Z" can be regulated by the internal triggers Tbc' or Tcc' (fig. S7 ). Applying the internal trigger Tbc' to CDN "Z" stabilizes the constituent BC' in the form of BC'-Tbc', leading to the up-regulation of BC' and CB' and the down-regulation of BB' and CC', and to the reconfiguration of CDN "Z" to CDN "Za". Orthogonally, the treatment of CDN "Z" with the internal trigger Tcc' results in the stabilization of CC' (CC'-Tcc'), leading to the up-regulation of BB' and CC' and down-regulation of BC' and CB', and to the equilibration of CDN "Z" to CDN "Zb". Note that in the internal equilibrations of CDNs, the interaction of the internal triggers with respective CDNs does not affect the contents of the respective "dormant" structures.
Internal equilibration of the CDNs

Fig. S5. Internal equilibration of CDN "X".
Schematic internal equilibration of CDN "X" upon the treatment of CDN "X" with the internal triggers Tab' to stabilize AB' or Tbb' to stabilize BB' (top). Time-dependent fluorescence changes corresponding to the constituents and the "dormant" structure associated with the internally triggered reconfiguration of CDN "X" to CDN "Xa" and of CDN "X" to CDN "Xb" (bottom): (i) Before the application of any triggers; (ii) After subjecting CDN "X" to Tab' and the re-equilibration to CDN "Xa"; (iii) After application of Tbb' to CDN "X" and the reconfiguration to CDN "Xb". Note that the interaction of the internal triggers with CDN "X" does not affect the "dormant" structure CC'-T1'. . Time-dependent fluorescence changes corresponding to the constituents and the "dormant" structure associated with the internally triggered reconfiguration of CDN "Z" to CDN "Za" and of CDN "Z" to CDN "Zb" (bottom): (i) Before the application of any triggers; (ii) After subjecting CDN "Z" to Tbc' and the re-equilibration to CDN "Za"; (iii) After application of Tcc' to CDN "Z" and the reconfiguration to CDN "Zb". Note that the interaction of the internal triggers with CDN "Z" does not affect the "dormant" structure AA'-T3'.
Detailed design of the emerging catalytic functions guided by the interconverting CDNs. Figure S8 outlines the principles for the emerging catalytic functions of the intersubstituted CDNs. Each of the CDNs "X", "Y" and "Z" includes four constituents and a "dormant" structure that does not participate in the equilibration of the respective CDN. In the presence of the appropriate triggers T1, T2 or T3, the trigger-guided interconversion across CDNs "X", "Y" and "Z" proceeds according to the rules described in Fig. 2 and the accompanying discussion in the text. The selective emerging catalytic functions are driven by subjecting the intersubstituted CDNs to a "hairpin pool" consisting of six hairpins H1, H2, H3, H4, H5 and H6 that can selectively interact with specific constituents present in CDNs and act as substrates for the DNAzymes associated with the constituents in the specific CDNs. For example, CDN "X" selects selectively hairpins H1 and H2, and the AB' and BA'-driven cleavage of H1 and H2 yields the fragmented H1-1 and H2-2 that self-assemble into the DNAzyme 1 (Mg
2+
-ion-dependent DNAzyme), cleaving substrate S1 to yield the fluorescence of the Cy5-labled fragmented product. Similarly, CDN "Y" selects selectively hairpins H3 and H4, and the AC' and CA'-driven cleavage of H3 and H4 yields the fragmented H3-1 and H4-2 that self-assemble, in the presence of K + ions and hemin, into the DNAzyme 2, (hemin/G-quadruplex horseradish peroxidase-mimicking DNAzyme), catalyzing the oxidation of Amplex Red by H2O2 to yield the fluorescent product resorufin. Also, CDN "Z" selects selectively hairpins H5 and H6, and the BC' and CB'-driven cleavage of H5 and H6 yields the fragmented H5-2 and H6-1 that self-assemble, in the presence of the added strand P, into the DNAzyme 3, (Pb 2+ -ion-dependent DNAzyme), cleaving substrate S2 to yield the fluorescence of the ROX-labeled fragment product. ‡ CDN "Y" generated by the addition of T1 to CDN "X".
